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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTICE STANDING COMMITTEE 
Fourth Report - Impact of the Arts in Regional Western Australia 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah) [10.04 am]:  I present for tabling the fourth report of the Community 
Development and Justice Standing Committee, entitled “Impact of the Arts in Regional Western Australia” and 
the submissions received during this inquiry. 

[See papers Nos 2966 and 2967.] 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  It is with great pleasure that I present to the Parliament of Western Australia this 
significant report, which has been the key activity of the Community Development and Justice Standing 
Committee over the past year.  This report is comprehensive in nature and was established to inquire into the 
health and wellbeing of arts in regional Western Australia, to address a range of key terms of reference and to 
make a series of recommendations that I will highlight through my report to the Parliament.  The committee held 
formal hearings and informal meetings throughout Western Australia in all regions of the State.  It visited and 
met with a variety of arts organisations, artisans, individuals and representatives from local government and arts-
related government and non-government bureaucracies.  Some 113 witnesses appeared before the committee and 
we visited communities ranging from Derby in the Kimberley region through to Esperance in the great southern 
and, of course, various regional centres in between.  It is the view of the committee that this is the broadest 
inquiry into regional arts ever undertaken in Western Australia.  The committee has made 10 recommendations 
that it considers will, if implemented, improve access to the arts by those people living in rural, remote and 
regional Western Australia.  We believe it will have a significant impact on the quality of life of regional 
communities, and not necessarily on only those directly involved in arts activities. 

First, I will highlight the scope of the report.  The committee was keen to ensure that the people it met in 
regional Western Australia were met face to face and that it learnt from them the key issues that were impacting 
on them as they tried to encourage and nurture arts activities, and the activities that spin off from the arts, in their 
local communities.  We wanted to make sure that people in those regional communities had an opportunity to 
discuss issues relating to the effectiveness of the current arts support and resource facilities of which they could 
avail themselves and the level of employment and employment activity that is generated by an active and 
effective arts community operating in a region.  In relation to that, we also looked at the effectiveness and 
importance of arts festivals in regional Western Australia.  We were also interested to hear about impediments 
and challenges facing regional and rural Western Australians, not only those engaged in arts activities but also 
those involved in community activities related to the arts.   

There is no doubt that the committee believes that the arts provide huge benefits for local communities in 
Western Australia, particularly in rural and regional Western Australia.  Those benefits go beyond economic 
benefits.  However, I stress to the House that it is very clear that the arts are playing an increasing role in the 
economic activity and viability of regional communities.  The benefits of the arts can also be seen in improved 
health outcomes.  Although there is already some evidence and some research has been done, both overseas and 
in Australia, it is still an area in which more work needs to be done, because communities that are vibrant and 
inclusive and encourage people to be active participants in community life tend to have positive health spin-offs.  
I believe that the arts play an important role, and will play an even more important role in the future, in ensuring 
that healthy and lively communities prosper, particularly when they are faced, as many regional communities 
are, with challenges of isolation and the decline in population. 
There was also some evidence from our meetings, briefings and hearings that very positive outcomes are being 
achieved in the criminal justice system in places such as Derby.  It has a strong arts community and, indeed, an 
arts focus in one of the schools, which is having some positive impacts on crime in that community because 
youngsters are actively involved in positive arts activities related to their education.  The other important element 
that was highlighted throughout this inquiry is that there is a tendency in some communities in regional Western 
Australia, and, indeed, throughout Western Australia, for the arts to not be valued as they should be.  Many 
people who have been actively involved in their local communities for a long time do not feel valued, as they 
should be.  Although many people recognise the importance of local government support for the arts and the 
various funding agencies, it was highlighted to the committee that when council budgets are drafted and cuts are 
made in council budgets or in local community activity, quite often the arts suffer first from those cuts; yet the 
impact of the arts is critical to the health and wellbeing of those communities and the people who live in them. 
As I mentioned, the committee made 28 findings.  I will touch on only a few of them.  However, one of the 
issues that I want to highlight to the Parliament is that, in comparison with the other States, Western Australia 
has the second highest per capita spending on the arts.  Finding 11 highlights that only South Australia has a 
higher per capita figure.  Another important finding was about the “Cultural Signposts” document, which is the 
Department of Culture and the Arts’ key document.  This Government strongly supports that.  We highlighted a 
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number of issues related to the “Cultural Signposts” document, and I will come to one of the key 
recommendations, which is about that document.   

Interestingly enough, we also found that, in various areas, investment in arts infrastructure and arts activity can 
have a big benefit in attracting professionals to rural Western Australia.  For example, we heard in Kalgoorlie 
that having quality arts infrastructure, including, of course, its performing arts centre and art gallery, can 
encourage professionals to locate in the area when they are choosing whether to live there permanently or to 
work on a fly in, fly out basis.  The committee made an important finding that in regional areas, investment in 
arts infrastructure can have a positive impact in attracting people to the region and to live and work there, rather 
than operate on a fly in, fly out basis.  This certainly has interesting implications for the fly in, fly out debate that 
many regional communities are grappling with at this stage. 

The committee found that there is still considerable scope for a more collegial approach to regional arts funding.  
As we travelled throughout the regions of Western Australia, we found funding was the key issue.  It was the key 
issue for the small arts group that needed $500 to run a small exhibition and for the Esperance Festival of the 
Wind group, which needed substantial funds to ensure that the Festival of the Wind continued.  We found in our 
deliberations that generally there was a positive feeling towards the funding bodies.  The funding bodies were 
respected for the work they did and the effort they expended.  However, in regional and remote communities, 
there are still impediments for some people, particularly if they feel that they do not necessarily have the skills to 
work through submissions.  Support is available, as was clearly pointed out to us.  However, many people still 
find, as some of them mentioned, a few hoops that they must jump through to get, quite often, small amounts of 
money.  One of our findings was that a more collegial approach to regional arts funding in particular could be 
taken.  Indeed, I understand that the various bodies, including those representing the funding bodies through the 
Department of Culture and the Arts, Country Arts Western Australia and Healthway, are aware of this issue and 
have been working towards trying to streamline the funding process for various groups and individuals who seek 
arts funding in regional Western Australia.  The committee made a recommendation about Healthway, which 
specifically states that there is a need to look at the legislation that underpins Healthway’s operation.  I will deal 
with that recommendation very shortly.   

The committee also acknowledged the tremendous contribution that volunteers make to the arts communities 
throughout Western Australia.  Many of those people have been involved in regional arts for a long time, and 
there is no doubt that they have made a tremendous contribution to their local communities and to the local arts 
activities in their communities.  They are passionate, resilient people.  However, like many people in rural and 
regional communities, they feel the pressure.  Some of them feel that they are getting to the point of being burnt 
out.  They need support.  They want other members of the community to take up the cudgel as they continue to 
nurture the arts in their region.  The committee also dealt with the Percent for Art scheme and made a 
recommendation about that.   

I will now move to the recommendations.  The committee made 10 recommendations.  The first relates to the 
“Cultural Signposts” policy document.  In this area, we want to highlight the lack of regional data.  
Unfortunately, the arts suffer from a lack of supportive data. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.A. Radisich):  Some quite loud rumblings are coming from my left.  Would 
those members keep their voices down a little while we listen to the member for Mandurah.  

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  We found that the lack of regional data on arts activity means that the arts cannot 
make as strong a case as many other departmental activities such as sport and recreation or education can make 
when they get to the budget table.  We have made a strong recommendation that the Department of Culture and 
the Arts, consistent with its “Cultural Signposts” policy document, collate regional data on the economic impact 
of the arts as a priority, and that the project should be based on the regional development commission boundaries 
and should include issues relating to employment, household spending on culture and the arts, and estimates of 
the production output of culture and the arts.  We would like that to be published in the department’s annual 
report in 2005-06.   

In recommendation 2 the committee strongly recommends that the department identify demonstrable 
improvements in regional arts outcomes from that document.  We also made a recommendation on the issue of 
indigenous people.  We found that the issue of indigenous arts could have been the basis of an inquiry itself, 
because there are specific issues relating to indigenous people.  Obviously the arts are important to indigenous 
people’s culture.  If we can nurture, encourage and support indigenous arts in local communities, we will see the 
benefits that I mentioned before, including improved health and economic outcomes for indigenous Australians 
and a range of other important social benefits.   

We have also made a recommendation on streamlining the process for funding and reporting to the minister on 
those funding opportunities.  We have recommended that the legislation governing Healthway be amended to 
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enable the delegation of smaller funding applications, which will reduce the lead time for applications.  
Currently, Healthway has up to a four-month lead time and we have recommended that the legislation be 
amended so that that issue can be overcome, particularly for those groups that need smaller funding outcomes.   

One of the committee’s key recommendations is recommendation 8; that is, the committee recommends that, 
consistent with the “Cultural Signposts” policy document, an effective network of regional arts development 
officers for each region in Western Australia be investigated very seriously and that the Government look at the 
success of the sport and recreation officer model.  We have recommended that in establishing this network, the 
Government consider the New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian models to ascertain whether 
elements of each could be incorporated into the Western Australian network.  There is no doubt that Western 
Australia is unique, because of its geographic size and the spread of regional and remote communities, so we 
have recommended that a RADO network be a key focus for the Government and, indeed, arts agencies.   

Recommendation 9 relates to insurance.  The insurance issue was huge in regional Western Australia.  Although 
it was not within our terms of reference, we could not ignore the fact that insurance is still a big issue for people 
living not only in rural and regional Western Australia but also throughout the nation.  We have made a 
recommendation that calls for an independent inquiry to be established into insurance for community 
organisations, and we have recommended some draft terms of reference.   

Finally, recommendation 10 highlights the need to consider lowering the threshold for the compulsory Percent 
for Art state-funded project from $2 million to $1 million.  There is also a need to look at ways to expand the 
selection criteria of the Percent for Art philosophy, so that a broader spread of regional artists can actively and 
effectively tender for those Percent for Art projects.  

This is a comprehensive report.  I thank all the people in the regional and rural areas of Western Australia who 
made a contribution.  There were more than 113 witnesses, but we met with many more people in a briefing 
setting who were able to share their knowledge and experience with the committee.  I also acknowledge the 
numerous arts bodies, arts organisations, community arts organisations, artisans, artists, performers and amateur 
theatre groups that provided us with invaluable support.  I thank also the members of the committee, in particular 
the members for Joondalup and Perth, and also acknowledge the contribution of the members for Nedlands and 
Pilbara in their early involvement in the inquiry.  I also thank Michael Baker, the principal research officer, and 
Nici Burgess, the research officer, for their tremendous work.  They are very professional.  They are magnificent 
staff of this Parliament and I acknowledge their invaluable assistance.   

In closing, I want to see the recommendations in this report addressed by the Government and, indeed, relevant 
government agencies.  It is a report that is very workable and provides a strong direction for regional arts in 
Western Australia.   

MR A.P. O’GORMAN (Joondalup) [10.25 am]:  I also endorse the report of the Community Development and 
Justice Standing Committee into culture and the arts in regional Western Australia.  At the very start when the 
members of the committee discussed what inquiries we would undertake, I did not want to do an inquiry into the 
arts.  I thought there were lots of other issues we should look at.  However, as we progressed through the inquiry, 
I quickly realised that some of the other issues that I wanted to address, such as rehabilitation in prisons etc, were 
being dealt with by this inquiry.  As we went around the State, we found that the arts, including performing arts, 
fine arts, musical arts and visual arts, help people to extract themselves from the justice system in many ways.  
That was demonstrated particularly well by the group at Cossack near Roebourne and the Bujee Nhoor Pu 
Aboriginal Cultural Enterprise, which is a fantastic organisation that is doing great work with indigenous people 
who are already involved in the justice system.  The project involves going into the prison in Roebourne and 
working with the inmates and giving them something to work towards when they come out.  Part of their various 
release programs is that they work in this organisation and develop their artistic skills.  While we were in that 
part of Western Australia, the Cossack arts festival was held.  One of the indigenous artists won the $10 000 
prize.  He is a very proud man and is highly revered throughout that community.   

The arts throughout regional Western Australia help every community.  We found that they keep young people 
off the streets, bridge a lot of the cultural and generational voids in our community and build bridges across 
males and females.  Quite often in sporting organisations there is one set of competitions and rules for females 
and another set for males.  There is also age segregation in those groups.  However, the youngest to the oldest, 
male or female, no matter what their background, can be involved in the arts.  I learnt that the arts bring the 
community together, whereas sometimes sporting organisations and competitions tend to divide the community 
somewhat.  Throughout this inquiry we found people coming together to celebrate life, the things they can do 
and their community.  Indeed, we saw that in the various festivals that operate in Geraldton and Broome.   

I would also like to take a brief minute to mention Goolarri Media Enterprises in Broome, an organisation that 
members of the committee visited and had quite a lot of dealings with when we were in Broome.  I was amazed 
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at that organisation.  It started as a small volunteer arts group and has grown to be, I think, the biggest media 
group in any regional area.  It not only broadcasts across Western Australia but also hooks up with similar 
organisations in the eastern States, New Zealand and even up in Papua New Guinea.  That organisation is not 
only involved in performing and visual arts but is also a very well run business.  It is run predominantly by and 
provides employment for indigenous people.  However, it does not stop there; it goes a lot further.  It is a 
registered training authority and provides education and training to all the people involved in Goolarri Media.  It 
has contacts in and has formed partnerships with the ABC to bring skills into the organisation that are passed on.  
One thing Mark Bin Baka said to me was that people cannot just go into Goolarri Media and do a job; they must 
sing, dance, paint or whatever.  They must be part of that community.  They cannot just go in, do their job and 
go home.  It brings together the whole community stretching across the Kimberley.  It is a great organisation.  It 
is not just an artistic organisation; it has gone the full circle.  It is also a great corporate citizen in that it provides 
feedback and activities for the community and structured training.  One of Mark Bin Baka’s concerns was that 
Goolarri Media has had a huge turnover of staff over many years; however, it is now comfortable with that as the 
staff have learnt the basics and are moving on to the next step.  The basics that they are learning are not only in 
arts but also in business management, accounting and all those kinds of jobs.  Staff have moved on from those 
jobs into other jobs across the country, and some across the world.  I therefore congratulate Goolarri Media.  To 
me it has built a volunteer community group into a great community-minded corporation. 

From the committee’s discussions and meetings around the State, I found that most people involved in the arts 
have a great passion for what they are doing.  A lot of people get upset at times trying to get through the myriad 
applications they have to make for grants etc and told the committee they would like that process streamlined.  A 
number of organisations across the State provide funding for the arts and, although they do that according to 
their own criteria, I believe they are working together to come up with a system of one simple form for 
organisations to apply for grants.  If that is not possible, they hope to bring in as closely as possible the system 
for applying for grants.  This should make it easier for people to know what to do when they apply for a grant.  
We must bear in mind that these people are volunteers; they do this work in their spare time.  The easier we can 
make the system for access to funding, no matter where it comes from, the better.   

However, even people who are not looking for funding are doing great things in their communities.  They are 
getting involved, helping each other and building communities around themselves, their suburbs and little towns.  
The committee saw that in Geraldton with the Sunshine Festival, in Broome with the Shinju Matsuri Festival and 
in Mandurah with the Stretch Festival.  It was brought home to me that these festivals do not just happen in these 
communities; I have seen that in my own community in Joondalup.  I thank the City of Joondalup for sponsoring 
the annual Joondalup Festival, a community arts festival that culminates in a parade of floats from many schools 
in the city of Joondalup. 

I will finish by acknowledging all the people who contributed to this inquiry; every contribution was a positive 
contribution.  I thank Michael Baker and Nici Burgess for looking after committee members very well, for 
getting us very well organised and for managing to get this report together in very quick time for tabling on 
completion of the inquiry.  I thank those people very much and hope we do it again shortly. 
 


